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ABSTRACT
The aim of this comprehensive study is to quantify the velocity variation of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) for narrowest point in aqueduct of Sylvia
(AqSylv) of normal patients and normal pressure hydrocephalus (NPH) patient by corresponds to its concave shapes of anteriorly and inferiorly.
T1-weighted 3-T magnetic resonance images (MRI) of the head in DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) format were taken
from three controlled patients whose were admitted to Thammasat Hospital, Thailand. Patients were 29 to 52 y of age with two normal patients and
one (NPH) patient. DICOM files were three-dimensionally reconstructed by using 3D slicer software, and geometric information of an aqueduct for
all three cases was noted. Solid models of the aqueduct for both normal patient and NPH condition were developed based on the geometric
information. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) were analyzed to quantify the CSF velocity variation throughout the narrowest point of the
aqueduct for both cases, i.e. normal and NPH condition. Retrospective results of “mathematical model for dynamics of CSF through the aqueduct of
Sylvia based on an analogy of arterial dilation and contraction” were used as initial data for ANSYS CFX analysis. The results showed the CSF flow
through the aqueduct in a pulsatile pattern in both cases. At the narrowest point of the aqueduct, amplitude of peak CSF velocity for NPH patients
was significantly higher than that of normal patient. CSF velocity variation throughout the aqueduct co-relates with the pressure gradient inside the
aqueduct and increased in the third ventricle direction.
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INTRODUCTION

The aqueduct of Sylvia (AqSylv) is a tube which connects the third
and fourth ventricles. Investigations of Lindgren and DI Chiro [1]
revealed that diameter of the aqueduct was varying throughout its
length and showed a shape of a swan neck. Characteristics and
parameters of AqSylv were more important since it was a passage
allowed CSF to flow from third to fourth ventricles. Any
abnormalities in dimensions of the aqueduct could lead to the
malfunctioning in the motion of CSF. CFS secrets from the choroid
plexus in lateral, third and fourth ventricles and enters in the
subarachnoid spaces (SAS). Fig. 1 displays the ventricle system and
CSF pathway of the human brain. Since cranial volume is constant,
CSF absorption by arachnoid granulations into venous circulation is
inevitable circumstance and the absorption rate is linearly related to
the intracranial pressure (ICP) [2]. Monro-Kellie’s doctrine
represents the compensation and auto-regulation process of
cerebral blood and CSF volumes in cranial space. CSF is a colorless
liquid [3] and permeates from the choroid plexus at a rate of 0.2-0.7
ml/minute. The ventricular system accommodates 20% of CSF
volume out of its total volume of 125-150 ml at a time. Dominant
percentage of CSF manufacturers in lateral, third ventricles and
moves as a bulk flow through the AqSylv to the fourth ventricle [4].
Any obstruction in AqSylv would bring about a blockage of CSF
continuum flow and could lead to enlargement of ventricles due to
the CSF trapping inside the lateral and third ventricles, which is
symptomatic of congenital or obstructive hydrocephalus [5, 6].
Aqueductal stenosis narrow the cross-sectional area of AqSylv and
create a resistance to the CSF flow. Malfunctioning in any CSF
motion would increase the volume of the ventricles by resulting in
the higher built-in pressure inside the ventricle system and
enlarging towards the skull [7]. Scientist considered aqueductal
stenosis was a root cause of non-communicating hydrocephalus, as
the obstruction in the aqueduct would result in the accumulation of
CSF in the ventricles. In the communicating hydrocephalus, the
lateral ventricles and medial parts of the temporal lobes expand
owing to accumulated CSF inside and compress the aqueduct as a
consequence of volume compensation in the skull. Subsequently, the

pressure inside the fourth ventricle declined and caused the
aqueduct to close more tightly. These phenomena were also
illustrated as aqueductal stenosis, a root cause of hydrocephalus [8].

Fig. 1: Ventricular system and cerebral spinal fluid pathway [9]
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

3D reconstruction and geometric information

CFD was analyzed to quantify the velocity variation of CSF through
the AqSylv. MRI DICOM of the aqueduct was taken in particular two
normal patients and one NPH patient. DICOM files were exported to
the 3D Slicer software and 3D models were generated. Geometric
information of an aqueduct which corresponded to the normal and
NPH patients was noted. Measured mean morphologic of the
ventricular system was, width of lateral ventricles 30 mm; length of
aqueduct 14.1 mm; diameter of the narrowest point of the aqueduct
for a normal patient 0.9 mm; inclination of aqueduct relates to the
third and fourth ventricles is 26 °and 18 ° respectively [10],
diameter of the narrowest point of the aqueduct for hydrocephalus
patient were reported as 0.5 mm and we assumed it as 0.6 mm for
NPH patient. Solid models of the aqueduct were constructed for both
cases by considering the anatomical shape of concave anteriorly and
inferiorly. Computed solid models by using SolidWorks© were
exported to the ANSYS CFX to generate the mesh, and set up the
boundary conditions. In addition to the retrospective computational
fluid analysis had done by other researchers based on the rigid wall
domain for the aqueduct, we considered aqueduct wall as a
deformable membrane. Properties that we used are showing in table
1. Navier-Stokes equations applied as the continuity of CSF
throughout the aqueduct. Several assumptions were made such as
CSF is incompressible, viscous, homogenous and Newtonian fluid.
Considering aqueduct wall as deformable membrane was more
important, whereas it influenced the pressure variation by acting as
elastic buffering chamber due to its elastic properties [11, 12].

DICOM files were imported to 3D slicer software to do the volume
rendering, and present as CT-coronary Artery view to investigate the
dimensions and geometries of the ventricular system. Fig. 3 shows threedimensionally reconstructed models of NPH patient’s ventricle system.

Property
Young Modulus of Ventricles
Young Modulus of SAS
Density of CSF, ρ f
Viscosity of CSF, µ CSF
Ventricular Tissue Spring Elasticity, k e
Brain Tissue Dampening, k d
Specific Gravity of CSF

Solid models were built by using Solid Works© Premium 2015. The
length of the aqueduct for both cases was considered as 14.1 mm
and the narrowest point was placed 8.5 mm distances from third
ventricle side of the solid model. The length of the narrowest point
of a normal patient’s aqueduct was 1.5 mm and 2.7 mm for NPH
patient in the axial direction of the aqueduct. The diameter of the
narrowest point of the aqueduct has been considered as 0.9 mm and
0.6 mm for the normal patient and NPH patient correspondingly. Fig.
4 (a) and (b) shows the solid models of the aqueduct of Sylvia for the
normal patient and NPH patient correspondingly.

Table 1: Characteristic properties of CSF and tissues

Former studies

Value
2,100 N/m2
3,500 N/m2
1,004-1,007 kg/m3
10-3 Pas
8 N/m (Normal)
0.35×10-3 (Ns)/m
1.007

Former study results of “Mathematical model for dynamics of CSF
through the AqSylv based on an analogy of arterial dilation and
contraction” [13] used as the initiation condition of CFX analysis,
and its resulted velocity profile of CSF through the aqueduct used
CFX as an expression to initial conditions. Fig. 2 shows the CSF
velocity profile throughout the aqueduct, which we have obtained
from our former study. The upper graph shows the displacement of
ventricular tissues corresponds to the arterial wall displacement
during the cardiac cycle. The vertical axis denotes the millimeter and
horizontal axis denotes R-R cardiac intervals. The yellow line is the
cardiac pulse. “X” and “O” dotted lines represent the displacement of
blood wall and ventricular tissue, respectively. The lower graph
shows the CSF velocity proportional to the ventricular tissue
displacement, and CSF flow is synchronized with cardiac pulsation
in making a small phase shift.

Fig. 2: CSF velocity profile through the aqueduct with respect to
ventricular tissue displacement. CSF velocity in terms of
“cm/sec” in term of cardiac R-R interval [13]

Fig. 3: 3D reconstructed ventricle system of NPH patient and
geometric measurements
Solid models of aqueduct of sylvia

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4: Solid model of aqueduct of Sylvia for (a) normal patient
and (b) NPH patient
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For both analyses, CSF concerned as water and aqueduct wall
concerned as solid elastic material by assigning brain tissue elastic
properties. Elasticity of the aqueduct wall changed to 6000 Pa and
1500 Pa [14] for normal patient and NPH patient respectively
(Simulations were done by considering same wall elasticity for
normal and NPH cases, there were no significant velocity
distribution change due to the compensation of pressure by elastic
property of the wall of aqueduct’s narrow point). Initial boundary
conditions were concerned as the same for both analysis, reference
pressure of the third ventricle was 10 mmHg. Velocity profile
derived from the retrospective numerical analysis was used as a
mathematical expression of both cases and initial CSF input velocity
into aqueduct from the third ventricle was set as defined expression
(defined equation for CSF velocity profile was in our previous
studies [13]). Defined mathematical expression in CFX was on one
cycle of CSF pulsatile velocity. In order to get more accurate results,
considered pulsatile cycle was divided into 16-time steps.
Navier-Stokes equation for the motion of CSF can be written as refer
to “(1)”. Where u is fluid velocity, R e is Reynolds number, f is a force,
and p is the mean of the three normal stresses.
Du
1 2
= − ∇p + f +
∇ u
Dt
Re

Re =

UL

ν

…….. (1)

Venturi effect can be illustrated as refer to “(2)
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Where, 1 is the CSF velocity of third ventricle side and
velocity at the narrowest point of the aqueduct.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

v2 is the CSF

CFD results showed that descending velocity gradient exists along
the third ventricle direction and ascending pressure gradient exists
in third ventricle direction from the narrowest point of the
aqueduct. The results agree with the investigations of Jeong Hyun
Lee et al. [15] which noted CSF velocity tendency to increase its
velocity from the superior to the inferior aqueduct. At the narrowest
point of the aqueduct, the maximum CSF velocity of normal patient
reached to 31.5 cm/s as shown in fig. 5(a). But for a NPH patient it
reached to 51.7 cm/s as shown in fig. 5(b). After that, velocity
variation of CSF through the narrowest point of the aqueduct for one
R-R cycle was plotted which was based on the same input conditions
on CFD analysis. Fig. 6(a) and fig. 6(b) show the CSF velocity profile
at the narrowest point of the aqueduct of Sylvia for one R-R cardiac
cycle of a normal patient and NPH patient correspondingly. At the
narrowest point of the aqueduct, Results were explicitly shown that
CSF mean velocity of NPH patient was higher than that of a normal
patient. In addition, the amplitude of peak velocity of CSF for NPH
patient was significantly higher than that of CSF for the normal
patient as well.

Fig. 5: CSF velocity variation through the aqueduct of Sylvia for (a) normal patient and (b) NPH patient
CONCLUSION
According to the Venturi effect, the lowest pressure exerted on the
place of maximum velocity occurred at a tube of fluid flows. Same
phenomena happened in the aqueduct of Sylvia where lowest pressure
and highest velocity of CSF existed on the narrowest point. At the
narrowest point of the aqueduct, CSF pressure of NPH patient was
lower than CSF pressure of a normal patient. But, the pressure
gradient of NPH patient along the third ventricle side was higher than
that of the normal patient along the third ventricle side. Under the
condition that the aqueduct wall elasticity was significantly low and
could not compensate the pressure increment, the third ventricle
would enlarge as a consequence. According to the results, we
concluded that ventricular enlargements might result from the
reduction of cross sectional area or obstruction at the narrow point of
the aqueduct and also the reduction of wall elastic property at the
narrowest point.

(b)
Fig. 6: CSF velocity variation through the narrowest point of the
aqueduct of Sylvia for (a) normal patient and (b) NPH patient
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